Aug 18, 2022
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P11_4 (C).

Aug 4, 2022
P11_4 - Plan 41 Premium Calculation for Pecans
Under Section 1, Liability Calculation, Coverage Type Code equals "C", for the Guarantee
Adjustment Factor Field, removed the rule about editing with ADM Guarantee Adjustment ICE.

July 21, 2022
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P11_8 (C).

July 14, 2022
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P21_16 (C).

July 7, 2022
Exhibit P11_8 – Plan 55 Premium Calculation
Update for Hybrid Popcorn Seed through calculations.

June 30, 2022
Exhibit P21_16 – Plan 87, 88, 89 Indemnity Calculation
The rounding of the projected price or contract price, based on applicability, has been moved from
the rounding column to the rule column with further explanation that the rounding is to occur
AFTER the price is divided into the Liability Amount NOT prior to the division.

June 16, 2022
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P21_16 (C).

June 2, 2022
Exhibit P21_16 – Plan 87, 88, 89 Indemnity Calculation
P21 plan 87, 88 and 89 removed a rule from the Liability Amount.

April 7, 2022
2021 Administrative Fee Schedule:
Updated file properties to correctly show 2021 Administrative Fee Schedule at top of browser
window. No changes to the content of the exhibit itself.

February 24, 2022
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P11_14 (C).

February 3, 2022
**Exhibit P11_14 – Plan 37 Premium Calculation**  
Verified calculation for “When a reduction in acres is required” in Section 1 and is visible.

**December 30, 2021**  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
P11, P15, and P57A_1 (E).

**December 16, 2021**  
**Exhibit P57A_1 Error Source Type Values Exhibit**  
Error Code 202 states "Production on the APH database does not match exactly or is not within tolerance of the acceptable supporting production records." The "or" is being changed to "and".

**December 2, 2021**  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
P14.

**Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record**  
Field 74, Associated AIP Acreage Key: added a new rule when endorsements are present on the base plan.

**Exhibit P15 – Yield Record**  
Updated to reflect RID 110078 (YLF03 no longer valid for crops starting with 11/30/2017 CCD rather than 11/30).  
Removing ECO plans 87, 88 and 89 from the rule for field 46, Associated Insurance Plan Code.

**November 10, 2021**  
**Exhibit P14 – Insurance in Force Record**  
A correction has been added to the recent rule added to the Type Code field on the P14 regarding Hemp. The Type Code is only required when multiple P14s are submitted.

**October 28, 2021**  
**Exhibit P14 – Insurance in Force Record**  
Added rule for Hemp on Type Code, Field 11.  
Added two rules for Veteran Farmer Rancher under the Administrative Fee Waiver Code, Field 32.

**October 14, 2021**  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
5_1, 5_2, and P14.

**September 23, 2021**  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
P14, P57A and P21_2 (C).

**Exhibit P14 – Insurance In Force**  
Under Field 22 - Coverage Type Code, APH FL citrus allows different coverage level percent by type if buyup coverage. However, if CAT coverage is selected, it is applicable to the entire fruit group (or insurance offer group).
September 2, 2021  
**Exhibit P21_2 – Plan 02 03 Indemnity Calculation**  
Change: Clarify that for Revenue Conversion Production To Count calculation--If the ME Harvest Price has not been released for Revenue Protection, "02", the Contract Price can be used for validation of Revenue to Count.

August 26, 2021  
**Exhibit P14 – Insurance In Force**  
Modified Insured Commodity Signature (with separate rule for plan 90), modified Coverage Level Percent. This update is to fix previous edit that was accidentally removed from document.

**Exhibit P57A – Quality Control Review Correction**  
Modifying Corrected Record Keys so they are empty when Review Correction Action Code = "N", but generally required when Review Correction Action Code = "C" or "D". Changes in PASS being implemented via CR 265286.

July 22, 2021  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
P11, P15, P11_8 (C), P21_8 (C), and P21_15 (C).

June 24, 2021  
**Exhibit P21_8 – Plan 55 Indemnity Calculation**  
Updated previous release to include update to Indemnity Amount CAP.

June 17, 2021  
**Exhibit P21_8 – Plan 55 Indemnity Calculation**  
Updated rows 56 & 57 in blue font.

**Exhibit P21_15 – Plan 21, 22, 23 Indemnity Calculation**  
It was noticed that there was a Typo in the Revenue Conversion Production to Count Field on the P21-15. It is in line 33 for the revenue conversion production to count. Line currently says production to county and should read production to count.

June 10, 2021  
**Exhibit P11 – Acreage**  
Update for Hybrid Specialty Seed – Field 84, 85, and 86.

---

**Exhibit P21_8 – Plan 55 Indemnity Calculation**  
Update for Hybrid Specialty Seed through calculations.

June 3, 2021  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
P09, P11, P11A, P14, P11_8 (C), P11_9 (C), P11_14 (C), P21_9 (C), P11_5 (E), P11_6 (E), P14_1 (E), and P99A (E).

**Exhibit P15 – Yield**
Corrected Reinsurance Year (Field 3) to reference 2021.

May 27, 2021

5_1 Administrative Reduction Report Late Reported Reduction LFS001
File name change – From LRR001 to LFS001.

5_2 Administrative Reduction Report LFS002
File name change – From LRR002 to LFS002.

May 20, 2021

Exhibit P15 – Yield
Corrected Reinsurance Year in the heading.

May 6, 2021

Exhibit P09 – Fund Record
Modified Field 21 Primary Fund Code rule for 508H FL Citrus (APH).

Exhibit P11 – Acreage
The following clarification for field 43, Insured Share Percent regarding cottonseed P11s and ECO P11s has been provided: - Insured Share Percent is required when the Insurance Option Code List field does not contain the Cottonseed Endorsement, 'SE' and Non Premium Acreage Code is empty. Removed: - Insured Share Percent is required when Insurance Option Code List does not contain 'SE' and Non Premium Acreage Code is empty and Insurance Plan Code is one of the following values: ('31', '32', '33', '37', '87', '88', '89'). These modifications provide clarity to existing rules found for field 43, Insured Share Percent.
Modified Guarantee Adjustment Type Code rule for 508H FL Citrus (APH).
Updated Contract Value and Minimum Payment Quantity fields for “0334” Hybrid Popcorn Seed.

Exhibit P11A – Acreage Supplement
Updates for Flue Cured Tobacco to CVT Commodity Code, Unlisted Commodity Description, CVT Commodity Type Code, Unlisted Commodity Type Description, Intended Use Code, Irrigation Practice Code, Organic Practice Code, Total Insured Acreage, Planted Date, Grade Code, Base Contract Price, Average Grade Factor, Weighted Average Price Flag, Contracted Bushels, Contract Liability Record Flag, Contract Price, and Warehouse Code.

Exhibit P11_5 – Prevented Planting Guarantee Adjustment Factor Exhibit
Field A16 - Change Canning Beans to Processing Beans.

Exhibit P11_6 – Acreage Report Acceptance Dates
Added dates for APH FL Citrus and distinguished Dollar Plan to show different dates.

Exhibit P11_9 – Plan 90 Premium Calculation
Added Tangors to list of crops at top.
Field C24 - Change Canning Beans to Processing Beans.

Exhibit P11_14 – Plan 37 Premium Calculation
Corrected Reinsurance Year to 2021 in header.
**Exhibit P14 – Insurance In Force**
Modified Insured Commodity Signature (with new separate rule for plan 90), modified Coverage Level Percent.

**Exhibit P14_1 – Commodities Allowing Multiple Insurance In Force P14 Records Exhibit**
Added plan 90 to FL Citrus crops and specified that it doesn't have price/coverage level requirement.

**Exhibit P15 – Yield**
Modified Perennial Leaf Year Count rule.

**Exhibit P21_9 – Plan 90 Indemnity Calculation**
Added Tangors to list of crops at top.
Field C24 - Change Canning Beans to Processing Beans.

**Exhibit P99_A – Commodity Type Exhibit**
Edited APH Tangors and marked it as category C.

April 29, 2021
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):– 21_8 (C).

April 15, 2021
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):– T81, 1_4_A & _O_Rate_Group_by_Insurance_Plan, and P11_14 (C).

**Exhibit P21_8 – Plan 55 Indemnity Calculation**
Updated format to show all of document. Previously, the last section was not displaying.

March 25, 2021
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):– P21, P22, P22_1, P22_2, and P22_3.

**Exhibit 1_4 – A&O Rate Group by Insurance Plan**
Added additional column labeled "Subject to A&O CAP".
Added footnote "Insurance plan may be subject to the A&O cap as the determination is made at a more granular level than insurance plan. Crop/county programs that are excluded from the A&O cap in accordance with Section III(a)(2)(E) of the SRA for the 2010 ADM comparison are identified in the STCOM monthly report."

**Exhibit Rec81 – Policy Holder Tracking Experience Inquiry**
The Grade Code on the P11A be defined as a character rather than a numeric.

**Exhibit P11-14 – Plan 37 Premium Calculation**
This is only updating the commodity code list to include 0047 Dry Beans.

March 11, 2021
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):– T81, P11, P11A, P35B, P11_3 (C) and P35_1 (E).
**Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail**  
Updated field 34 Production to Count Quantity - Added a clarification to the Sugar Beet LASH that for the Production To County Quantity field should be rounded to a whole number.

**Exhibit P22 – Inventory Loss Detail.**  
Clarified when fields are required or empty when Stage Code = "DC" for denied claim; Added 2 new record level rules and updated other record level rules that are applicable when Stage Code = "DC" for denied claim.

**Exhibit P22-1 – Plan 43 Indemnity Calculation**  
Updated field numbers after addition of Stage Code field to the P22 record.

**Exhibit P22-2 – Plan 50 Indemnity Calculation**  
Updated field numbers after addition of Stage Code field to the P22 record.

**Exhibit P22-3 – Plan 37 Indemnity Calculation**  
Updated field numbers after addition of Stage Code field to the P22 record.

**February 25, 2021**  
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):– 
P11, P21, P22, P11_8(C), P21_8(C), and P21_15(C).

**Exhibit P11 – Acreage**  
Added text in red font to field 46 'Contract Price'
Removed red text with strikethrough in field 46 'Contract Price'

**Exhibit P11A – Acreage Supplement**  
Added text in red font to field 23 'Reported Pounds'
Added new field 26 with red font and yellow highlight 'Processor Name' and red text in associated columns. Adjusted the remaining field numbers in red font

**Exhibit P11_3 – Plan 40 Premium Calculation**  
Updated Section 1 – Liability Calculation

**Exhibit P35-1 – Personal Projected Price Exhibit**  
Under section 3 - Tolerences, updated to make the rounding out to 4 decimals instead of the current (99999999,9999).

**Exhibit P35B – Tolerance Record**  
Corrected Field 16 Historical Average Price Difference rule to match the rule in field 11 AIP Historical Average Price Difference and the calculation in the P35-1 Exhibit.

**Exhibit Rec81 – Policy Holder Tracking Experience Inquiry**  
ASSOC AIP LOSS KEY field format on the T21 is 9(15) but it should be X(15).

**February 11, 2021**  
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):–
**Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail**
Updated field 45 - Revenue Conversion Production to Count- to add plans 21, 22, and 23 to the rule. Removed plan "21" PRH Yield Protection from the rule on field 61 - Revised Weighted Average Harvest Price.

**Exhibit P21-15 – Plan 21, 22, 23 Indemnity Calculation**
Updated the Harvest price and Revised Weighted Average Harvest Price both out to 4 decimals (9999.9999).

**February 4, 2021**
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**–
P19.

**Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record**
Update to Contract Value (field 78).
Update to Minimum Payment Quantity (field 79).
Update to Hybrid Specialty Seed Contract Price (field 85).
Update to Hybrid Specialty Seed Expected Yield (field 86).

**Exhibit P11_8 - Plan 55 Premium Calculation.**
Update to the check on Commodity value for Liability Calculation.

**Exhibit P21_8 - Plan 55 Indemnity Calculation.**
Update to the check on Commodity value for Stage Guarantee Calculation.

**Exhibit P22 – Inventory Loss Detail.**
New Field (Field 46) called 'Stage Code'
Field 10 - First Damage Cause Code - should be an optional field; clarifying when First Damage Cause Code is required depending on Stage Code
Field 11 - First Damage Date - should be an optional field; clarifying when First Damage Date is required depending on Stage Code
Field 13 - Second Damage Cause Code - clarifying when Second Damage Cause Code is required depending on Stage Code
Field 16 - Third Damage Cause Code - clarifying when Third Damage Cause Code is required depending on Stage Code
Renumbered the output fields
Field 24 - Field Market Value A - clarified when required or empty based on existing rules
Field 25 - Field Market Value B - clarified when required or empty based on existing rules
Field 38 - Multiple Rehab Payment Flag - clarified when required or empty based on existing rules

**January 28, 2021**
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**–
1_4 – A&O Rate Group by Insurance Plan (E), P11 – Acreage, P35B – Tolerance, and EXH135 – LRP Premium (E).

**Exhibit P14 – Insurance in Force Record**
Removing field 54 – AIP Personal Projected Price Key.

**January 21, 2021**

**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**
P19, P19_1(C), and P35_1(E).

**Exhibit P19 – WFRP Farm Reports**
Row 101 strikethrough column I
Added row 102 - Prior Year Tax ID, when submitted, must be exactly 9 characters in length.
Row 103 minor edit in wording - Prior Year Tax ID must be empty when Insurance Option Code List is empty or Insurance Option Code List does not contain "RC".
Added row 104 - Prior Year Tax ID, when submitted, must contain only numeric characters.
Row 105 - strikethrough column I
Added row 106 - Prior Year Tax ID Type Code, when submitted must be exactly 1 characters in length.
Row 107 minor edit in wording - Prior Year Tax ID Type Code must be empty when Insurance Option Code List is empty or Insurance Option Code List does not contain "RC".
Row 108 strikethrough column J.

**January 14, 2021**

**Exhibit 1-4 – A&O Rate-Group by Plan Accounting Exhibit**
Added Insurance Plan Codes “87, 88, 89” for ECO

**Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record**
Two new fields were added:
Field #85 Hybrid Specialty Seed Contract Price
Field #86 Hybrid Specialty Seed Expected Yield

**Exhibit P35B – Tolerance Record**
Field 11 and field 16 on the P35B to change to 99999999.9999.

**Exhibit 135 - LRP Premium Exhibit**
New types and limits

**January 7, 2021**

**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**
P11, P14, P15, P21, P22, P27, P58, P11_16(C), P21_16(C), P14_6(E), and P99F_1(E).

**Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record**
Row 296 - under field 74, Associated AIP Acreage Key
Added '/underlying' to each location where 'base' was found.
Removed 'or ECO or' in the first sentence.
Added a comma after 'or ECO or' (which is being removed).
Added a new sentence 'The base/underlying P11 will not point to the ECO P11.'
Removed 'and'.
Started a new sentence with 'There'.
Added a comma after SCO.
Removed 'or'.
Added a comma after ECO.  
Removed 'or'.  
Added '/underlying' after the word 'base' in the last sentence.

**Exhibit P19 – WFRP Farm Reports**  
Added Field Number 58 - Prior Year Tax ID (highlighted and red font)  
Added Field Number 59 - Prior Year Tax ID Type Code (highlighted and red font)  
Renumbered all Field Numbers below the two new fields (red font).

**Exhibit P19_1 – Plan 76 Premium Calculation**  
Struck through and renumbered P19 referencing Field Numbers due to the two new fields (highlighted and red font).

**Exhibit P35-1 – Personal Projected Price Exhibit**  
Row 12 - Actual Price - change rounding from 2 to 4  
Row 35-38 - Adjusted Total Revenue - remove previous modification of '/Yield Acreage' from this calculation.

**December 10, 2020**  
**Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail**  
Corrected format issue from last week’s release.

**Exhibit P22 – Inventory Loss Detail**  
Updated Field 19 - Inventory Inspection Number to no longer be a required field, to accurately reflect RID 142581 for HIP WI claims. Updated Field 20 - Basic Unit Value to clarify when the field should be required, otherwise empty.

**December 3, 2020**  
**Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):**  
P15A, P22_3, P14_1 (E), P15_1 (E), P35_1 (E), EXH100_1 (E), and EXH135.

**Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail**  
Remove row 49 as the rule no longer exists in PASS, Remove row 61, Remove row 237 as the rule no longer exists in PASS, and Add row 287 to for rule level rule 23.

**Exhibit P58 – Notice of Loss Record**  
Modify row 38 for field 23, Producer Damage Cause Code List and  
Add row 39 and 40 under field 23, Producer Damage Cause Code List

**November 25, 2020**  
**Exhibit P14 – Insurance in Force Record**  
Modified latest ECO calculation to further reflect current discussions.

**Exhibit P14_6 – Late Reported Reason Code Usage Exhibit**  
We published the incorrect number for the MP LRR code. We have 21 and it should be 22. We have corrected this.

**November 19, 2020**
**Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record**

**Exhibit P14 – Insurance in Force Record**

**Exhibit P15 – Yield Record**
Modified/added 4 different rules: Row 164-167

**Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail Record**

**Exhibit P26 – Production Record**
Formatting changes – NO content changes.

**Exhibit P27 – Land Record**
Modified/added 4 different rules: Row 24-25, Row 65, and Row 67.

**Exhibit P28 – Notice of Loss Record**
Modified/added 1 rule: Row 38

**Exhibit P11-16 – Plan 87, 88, 89 Premium Calculation**
We have a new P11 document for ECO plans 87, 88 and 89. New Document: P11_15, Premium Calculation Plan 87, 88, 89.

**Exhibit P21-16 – Plan 87, 88, 89 Indemnity Calculation**
We have a new P21 document for ECO plans, 87, 88 and 89. New Document: P21_15, Indemnity Calculation Plan 87, 88, 89.

**Exhibit P99F_1 – Insurance Plan Code List Exhibit**
Modified/added 3 lines at the bottom of the document (page 2).

**Exhibit P14_6 – Late Reported Reason Code Usage Exhibit**
Added a warning note to Code 10 to let the AIP know that once submitted in PASS it cannot change.

**November 12, 2020**

**Exhibit P_14_1 – Commodities Allowing Multiple Insurance In Force P14 Records Exhibit**
Added the state of California to Grapefruit Trees, Orange Trees, Lemon Trees.
Added California and Mandarin/Tangerine Trees/Tangelo Trees.

**Exhibit P26 – Production Record Exhibit P35_1 Personal Revenue History Exhibit**
Change: Rows 35-38: added 'Yield Acreage' to be divided into the existing calculation.
November 5, 2020
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):–
P19A, P21, P26, P35C, P11_3 (C), P21_4 (C), P21_15 (C), P22_2 (C) and EXH135.

Exhibit P11 – Acreage
Update for CA Citrus Type Requirement.

Exhibit P14 – Insurance In Force
Update for CA Citrus Type Requirement.

Exhibit P15A – Yield History
Changes to remove the canner type from sweet potatoes that were approved from the August board.

Exhibit P15_1 – Yield Type Master Exhibit
Changes to remove the canner type from sweet potatoes that were approved from the August board.

Exhibit P22_3 – Plan 37 HIP-WI Indemnity Calculation
New document added to the Appendix III detailing calculations for HIP-WI.

Exhibit 100_1 – Weekly Transaction Cutoff Dates
Updated the Accounting Cutoff date for November to November 6, 2020.

Exhibit 135_1 – LRP Premium Calculations Exhibit
Update the LRP subsidy table.

October 15, 2020
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):–
P11_15.

Exhibit 135 – LRP Premium Exhibit
The LRP endorsement length table is updated for swine to 52 weeks.

Exhibit P26 – Production Record
Adding new field (field 19 Sanity Yield check flag) to the P26 for 2021.

October 8, 2020
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):–
P14_6 (E), P18_1 (C), and P22.

Exhibit 135 – LRP Premium Exhibit
New head limits for LRP (except lamb)
1. Cattle: Increase annual limit to 12,000 head (from 6,000)
   a. Per endorsement limit to 6,000 (from 3,000)
2. Swine: Increase annual limit to 150,000 head (from 75,000)
   a. Per endorsement limit to 40,000 (from 20,000)
Change for Target Weight Limit: Commodity 801 new types (817,818,819) will have the target range of 1 - 5.99
Exhibit P19A – WFRP Farm Reports Detail
Added text with red font to field 15 'Intended Expected Revenue Amount'

Exhibit P21 15 – Plan 21 22 and 23 Indemnity Calculation
Added new document to APP III to capture the PRH Indemnity Calculations.

Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail
New field to the P21 to capture the end result of a calculation completed by the AIP for PRH. The field will be called 'Revised Weighted Average Harvest Price' and will be field number 61.

Exhibit P22-2 Plan 50 Indemnity Calculation
Modified several rule text fields shown in red font to include Basic Unit Number as follows: "_______ will be the same for all records within the same Practice Code, Claim Number, Inventory Inspection Number, and Basic Unit Number when Coverage Type Code equals "C" or "A" with Unit Division Code equal "S".

Exhibit P35C – Revenue History
For revenue type codes of Z, P or T the following fields should not be required, Field 9 Actual Total Revenue, Field 10 Gross Total Revenue, Field 11 Production Sold, and Field 12 AIP Actual Price.

Exhibit P11_3 – Plan 40 Premium Calculation
Updates for CA Citrus Trees.

Exhibit P21_4 – Plan 40 Indemnity Calculation
Updates for CA Citrus Trees.

September 24, 2020
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):– P14_7 (E), P19, P19A, P19_1 (C), and P19_2 (E).

Exhibit P11-15 – Plan 21, 22, 23 Premium Calculation
Calculation: Premium Total Guarantee Amount Excel row: 28
Change: added ADM information for the Expected Revenue Factor in red font highlighted in yellow

September 17, 2020
Record/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):–
Data Acceptance Narrative, P15, P14_1 (E), P35, P35A, P35B, P35C and P99A.

Exhibit P22 – Inventory Loss Detail
Field 45 - added new field "Claim Process Code"
Re-adjusted remaining field numbers below this new field.

Exhibit P22-2 Plan 50 Indemnity Calculation
Re-numbered field numbers due to modified P22
Added interim rounding in red font to the calculation of (Post-Loss Damage Value / Pre-Loss Actual
Unit Value) in Excel locations: C30, C32, C35, C38, C77, C80

**Exhibit P14-6 Late Reported Reason Code Usage**
Exhibit 14-6 needs modified due to the implemented changes for the Forage Seeding Program. Draft changes in red to Late Reported reason code = '06'

**September 10, 2020**

**Exhibit P18-1 – Plan 83 Premium Calculation**
Page format was fixed to show complete document.

**September 3, 2020**

**Exhibit P14-7 – WFRP Coverage Level Eligibility Exhibit**
Added text in red font to Example 2
Added 'Example 3' in red text and yellow highlight

**Exhibit P19-1 – Plan 76 Premium Calculation**
Changed field numbers in red font to reflect P19 field number changes
Added text in red font to Excel Field I54 for Qualifying Commodity Count

**Exhibit P19A – WFRP Farm Reports Detail**
Added text with red font to field 15 'Intended Expected Revenue Amount'
Added text with red font to field 23 'Revised Expected Revenue Amount'

**Exhibit P19 – WFRP Farm Reports**
Added text in red font to field 22 'AIP Total Expected Revenue Amount'
Removed red text with strikethrough in field 25 'AIP Approved Expenses Amount'
Added text in red font to field 68 'Total Expected Revenue Amount'
Removed red text with strikethrough in field 70 'Approved Expenses Amount'
Added text in red font to field 86 'Total Commodity Count'
Added new field 89 with red font and yellow highlight 'Other Combined Direct Marketing Commodity Count'
Adjusted the remaining field numbers in red font
Added text in red font to field 90 'Qualifying Commodity Count'

**Exhibit P11-15 – Plan 21, 22, 23 Premium Calculation**
Row 175: Remove '1...500' and replace with 'i' in parenthesis in cell A. Add '(i=1 to 500) to cell C.
Row 176: Remove '1...500' and replace with 'i' in parenthesis in cell A. Add '(i=1 to 500) to cell C.
Row 177: Remove 'PRH Yield Protection '21' and replace with 'PRH Plus '22' or PRH Revenue '23''
Row 178: Remove '(1...500)' in cell A. Add '0.000000000000' after the first MAX in the formula and after the second MAX in the formula in cell C.
Add 'Sum of results for all iterations (i=1 to 500)' in cell I.
Row 179: Add 'Round(' in front of the first parenthesis in cell C. Remove the sum symbol 'E' in cell C. At the end of the formula add 'or Effective Coverage Level Percent),8)' in cell C.
Row 181: Remove '(1...500)' in cell A. Add '0.000000000000' after the first MAX in the formula and after the second MAX in the formula in cell C.
Remove 'Personal Projected Price' and replace it with 'Approved Projected Price' in two different locations of the calculation in cell C.
Add 'Round' after the minus sign and before the second MAX and parenthesis in cell C.
Add '(i)' after Yield Draw Quantity and before '*' in cell C.
Remove parenthesis after 'Adjusted Mean' and add it back in after '12)' and before the next '12).
Remove 'Round(' before 'MIN'.
Remove 'Personal Projected Price' after 'MIN(' and replace it with 'Approved Projected Price'.
Add an 'e' and make the following calculation an exponent of 'e': Price Draw Quantity * Price Volatility Factor + LnMean.
Remove ')((1...500)' after the exponent in the previous sentence.
Remove one ')' after the second '12)'.
Add 'Sum of results for all iterations (i=1 to 500)' in cell I.
Row 182: Add 'Round(' at the beginning of the formula in cell C.
Add 'or Effective Coverage Level Percent' after 'Coverage Level Percent'.
Remove 'Personal Projected Price' after '*' and replace with 'Approved Projected Price'.
At the end of the formula add',8)'.
Row 183: Add 'Round(' at the beginning of the formula.
Add 'PRH' before 'Yield Protection Base Premium Rate'
Add ',8)' at the end of the formula.
Row 185: Add '.000000000000' after the first zero.
Remove 'Personal Projected Price' and replace it with 'Approved Projected Price'.
Add 'Round' after the minus sign and before '(MAX'.
Remove '(Round' before the 'MAX'.
Add '.000000000000' after the second '0'.
Add 'Round(' after the zeros and before the 'Yield Draw Quantity'.
Add '(i)' after 'Yield Draw Quantity'.
Remove ')' after 'Adjusted Mean'.
Add an 'e' and make the following calculation an exponent of 'e': Price Draw Quantity * Price Volatility Factor + LnMean
Remove '0(1...500)' at the end of the formula before ',12)),12),12)'.
Add 'Sum of results for all iterations (i = 1 to 500)' in cell I.
Row 186: Add 'Round(' at the beginning of the formula.
Remove the summed 'E' before 'Simulated PRH Revenue Losses Quantity'.
Add 'or Effective Coverage Level Percent' after 'Coverage Level Percent'.
Remove 'Personal Projected Price' after 'Effective Coverage Level Percent and '*'.
Add ',8)' at the end of the formula.
Row 187: Add 'Round(' at the beginning of the formula.
Add 'PRH' after 'Simulated' and before 'Yield Protection Base Premium Rate'
Add ',8)' at the end of the formula.
Remove 'Plus' and replace with 'Revenue' in cell I.
Remove 'at least 1% greater not less' from cell I.
Add 'half' to cell I after 'than' and before 'the basic Base Premium Rate...'.

August 27, 2020

Data Narrative
Part 2, page 27: updated the eDAS retrieval link
Exhibit P14-1 – Commodities Allowing Multiple P14 Records Exhibit
Updated Florida Citrus Fruit APH commodities

Exhibit P99A – Commodity Type Exhibit
Added Florida Citrus Fruit APH commodities

August 20, 2020

Records/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P18-1 (C); P21; P28; P28-1 (C); 1-4 Accounting

Exhibit P15 – Yield Record
Field 48 “Personal Projected Price Group Code”: renamed field and modified rule

Exhibit P18-1 – Plan 83 Premium Calculation
Section 6: in calcs added “Declared” to Covered Milk Production

Exhibit P35 – Personal Projected Price Record
Field 6 “Location County Code”: added
Field 7 “Personal Projected Price Group Code”: added
Field 8 “Previous Year Average Revenue”: added
Field 21 “Initial Accepted Batch Number”: added
Modified Max Length, Format, Required or Rules for fields: 9-10, 12-20
Deleted fields: AIP Insurance In Force Key, AIP PRH Group Key, Type Code, Practice Code,
Commodity Type Code, Class Code, Intended Use Code, Irrigation Practice Code, Cropping
Practice Code, Organic Practice Code, Interval Code
Renumbered fields

Exhibit P35A – Revenue and Yield Summary Record
Field 5 “AIP Personal Projected Price Key”: added
Field 24 “Yield Scenario Code”: added
Field 25 “Revenue Scenario Code”: added
Field 26 “Transitional Revenue Percent”: added
Modified Rules for fields: 7-23
Deleted fields: AIP Insurance In Force Key, AIP PRH Group Key
Renumbered fields

Exhibit P35B – Tolerance Record
Field 5 “AIP Personal Projected Price Key”: added
Modified Field Name, Data Type, Max Length, Format, Rules for fields: 7-8, 11-16
Deleted fields: AIP Insurance In Force Key, AIP PRH Group Key
Renumbered fields

Exhibit P35C – Revenue History Record
Field 5 “AIP Personal Projected Price Key”: added
Modified Field Name, Required or Rules for fields: 7, 9-10, 12-14
Deleted fields: AIP Insurance In Force Key, AIP PRH Group Key
Renumbered fields
Exhibit P35-1 – Personal Projected Price Exhibit
Sections 2, 3, 4 & 5: updated Field Names, Numbers, Formats and Rules

August 6, 2020

Records/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P11; P11-14 (C); P21A

July 30, 2020

Records/Calculations (C)/Exhibits (E) to be moved from Comment to Draft (no new updates):
P22-2 (C); P57A-1 (E); 140-1 (e); 140-1 (e)

Exhibit P18-1 – Plan 83 Premium Calculation
Section 6: modified “sequence” rule and added new Expected Revenue Amount calcs

Exhibit P21 – Production Loss Detail Record
Field 68 “Disaster Assistance Amount”: added output field back to record layout
Renumbered fields

Exhibit P28 – DRP Indemnity Record
Field 10 “AIP Yield Adjustment Factor”: modified Max Length
Field 14 “Total Milk Marketings”: modified rule
Field 15 “AIP Covered Milk Production”: modified rule
Field 21 “AIP Actual Milk Revenue”: modified rule
Field 22 “AIP Final Milk Revenue”: modified rule
Field 25 “Yield Adjustment Factor”: modified Max Length
Field 29 “Covered Milk Production”: modified rule

Exhibit P28-1 – Plan 83 Indemnity Calculation
Section 4 & 5: modifications to calc and format

Exhibit 1-4 – A&O Rate-Group by Plan Accounting Exhibit
Added Insurance Plan Codes “21, 22, 23” for PRH

July 16, 2020

Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record
Field 84 “HIPWI Acre Limitation Amount”: new field added
Renumbered fields

Exhibit P11-14 – Plan 37 Premium Calculation
Section 1: modified subsection by replacing Intended Acre Liability Factor calc with HIPWI Acre Limitation Factor calc and field names

Exhibit P21A – Production Loss Sub Detail Record
Field 7 “AIP Acreage Detail Key”: modified rule and requirement.
Exhibit P35-1 – Personal Projected Price Exhibit
Sections 1, 3, 4 & 5: updated Field Numbers

July 9, 2020

No new updates to the PRH files, maintaining them in Comment Folder only:
P11-15 (C); P35; P35A; P35B; P35C; P35-1 (E)

Exhibit P11 – Acreage Record
Field 69 “Guarantee Adjustment Factor”: modified rule 5 by removing code “F”

Exhibit P11-14 – Plan 37 Premium Calculation
Section 1: modified Liability Amount calc and added Preliminary Liability Amount calc in
subsection for all coverages
Section 1: added subsection on intended acres

Exhibit P22-2 – Plan 50 Indemnity Calculation
Section 1: updated Unadjusted Loss Amount calcs with “The lesser of:” statement

Exhibit P57A-1 – Error Source Type Values Exhibit
New P57A exhibit

Exhibit 140 – LGM Premium Requirements for eDAS
Field 52 “Subsidy”: modified description
Added “LGM Cattle Subsidy Factor” and “LGM Swine Subsidy Factor” tables (pg. 12)

Exhibit 140-1 – LGM Liability/Premium Calculations for eDAS
Multiple updates related to subsidy modifications on pgs. 3, 4, 8, 14